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Year 2 Learning Flyer - Term 5

English
This terms writing we will be focusing on using a range of 
sentence types such as questions, exclamations, statements 
and commands. We will begin by writing an information text 
about toys that will include conjunctions. Later on in the term, 
we we will write a recount and then a letter that link to 
superheroes.Please keep practicing letter formation with your 
children as well as spelling of key year 1 and 2 words.

Maths
This term in maths, we will be covering money, time and 
statistics. We will look at the different coins and notes and 
use them to calculate amount and find change. We will 
them understand how to read time including o’clock, half 
past, quarter past and quarter to. We will finish the term by 
look at graphs and charts including tally charts and 
pictograms.

Science
Our science topic this term will be living 
things and their habitats. We will look at 
what makes something alive, dead or 
never been alive and will then move on to 
understanding why habitats are important 
to survival. We will have a go at designing 
and making our own habitats.

History
This term, we are exploring the 
Romans in Britain. We will look at the 
growth of the Roman Empire, army, 
invasion and towns.We will discuss 
the changed that the Romans made 
to Britain and why this is important in 
our History.

RE Day - Buddhism
This terms religion is Buddism. Our 
key question is ‘How should we care 
for others and the world and why 
does it matter?

Physical Education
In PE this term, we will be 
learning about hockey and a 
number of paralympic sports such 
as Boccia and Goalboal.

Computing
We are looking at stop motion 
animation this term. We will explore 
what animation is and then have a go 
at creating our very own stop motion 
animation!

This Learning Flyer shows what your child will be learning this term. 

Art  
This term year 2 will be using 
objects to print from, they will 
explore lines, shapes and symbols 
and create some amazing 
printworks in the style of the 
Spanish artist Joan Miro.

 

Personal, Social, Health and 
Economic Education 
(PSHE) 
This term’s Jigsaw theme is 
Relationships. We will be 
looking at different families as 
well as considering how 
friendships can grow and 
develop.

Books we will be reading this term:

Home Learning
Remember to keep logging on to Mathletics to practise maths. Try to read and 

watch phonics videos, get your reading record signed to gain your reads!    

Value of the Term

Determination

We aim to be the best we 
can be in everything we do.

Design Technology
Our DT topic is moving machines. We 
will be understanding pivots, levers 
and linkages. We will then be using 
our knowledge to make our own 
moving monster using card and split 
pins.

SATs
During the month of May, 
children in Year 2 will be 
taking SATS. We will be 
referring to these in school as 
superhero missions to limit the 
pressure on the children. If 
your children mention these at 
home please also refer to 
them in this way.


